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1. IntrOduction
Matbematics and Physics
Knowledge in mathematics is a prerequisite in the learning ofscience. In Physics, learning is
based on the detailed analysis of mathematical solutions to specific problems (Sharlik and
Dejong. 1986). The integrated mathematics and physics lesson approach is illustrated in several
researches (John and Rebecca. 1995) and additional benefits for the course were proposed (Fathe
et.al, 1998; Westbrook, 1998; Hanson, 1998). For example, students who had studied arithmetic
progressions were able to recognize a physics problem immediately and found the solutions by
straightforward application of the algebraic methods (Bassok and Holyoak, 1989). In contrast.
those who do not really understand sine and cosines as oscillatory functions face obstacles in
studying oscillations and waves (Knight, 2(02).
Learning Mathematics and Physics in OUM
In Open University Malaysia (OUM), the science stream students are required to take a basic
mathematics subject before taking physics. However some of them have no confidence to learn
mathematics and worst still some even hate mathematics. They are not aware of the use of
mathematics in the learning of physics. This might be due to the differences in the language,
notation and approach used in the two disciplines. In addition, these two subjects are learned
separately at different time by these distance learners who practice selfand independent learning
based on limited sources. Thus, it is hard to convince them that there is an interaction between
mathematics and physics. Students frequently find difficulties to effectively integrate the
mathematics with science and to apply it in their subsequent coursework (Hanson, 1998).
Research Purpose
This study is carried out to investigate the integration of mathematics and physics, which only
concentrated on the topic ofoscillation and covered displacement, velocity. acceleration and
energy in simple hannonic motion (SHM). The objectives of the study are I) to identify the
application of mathematical concepts and skills in oscillation and 2) to reveal the mathematical
difficulties in SHM problem solving 3) to interpret the role ofmathematics in the learning of
oscillation. This study is considered valid to distance learners at OUM who may have overlooked
the importance of mathematics to physics. The finding is expected to change the students'
perception on mathematics. This is necessary because an improvement in mathematics will be
one of the ways to improve their performance in physics.
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